Admission to PG programme-2019
Provisional Select list – Malayalam

State merit
1. VAISHNA C
2. ABINA PRAKASH
3. AISWARYA PRASAD
4. DEVIKA V J
5. ANJANA RAJAPPAN – Blind

State merit (Waiting List)
1. NEETHU T B
2. LINSHIDA V T
3. VISHNU S MENON
4. JOHNSON JOHN

Ezhava
1. NEETHU T B

Muslim
1. LINSHIDA V T

SC
1. VIDYA VINOD

SC (Waiting List)
1. ANUSHA SHAJI
2. ATHIRA K P

EBFC
1. ATHIRA PRADEEP

EBFC (Waiting List)
1. JAYALAKSHMI JAYAKUMAR
2. BIJI P JOHN

LC
1. REMYA P J

Sd/-
Director